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         
Abstract—A new Passive Optical Network (PON) 
for access, making use of Ultra Dense Wavelength 
Division Multiplexing (UDWDM) by densely spacing 
channels at few GHz, and introducing the 
“wavelength-to-the-user” concept, is proposed. The 
key challenge will be developing low-cost coherent 
transceivers, providing an excellent selectivity while 
avoiding filters, and furnishing high sensitivity, 
which will allow high splitting ratios, large number 
of users and long distance reach. The Optical 
Distribution Network (ODN) at the outside plant is 
based on splitters and kept compatible with legacy 
systems. Optical Network Unit (ONU) designs 
realized with coherent transceivers using one or two 
lasers are presented and the corresponding Optical 
Line Terminal (OLT) architectures are introduced. 
The ONUs at customer premises own lasers with 
limited thermal tunability and their wavelengths are 
randomly distributed in a band. By using heuristic 
Dynamic Wavelength Assignment (DWA) schemes and 
extending the original working band, the required 
optical band is obtained and optimized. In activation 
processes, ONU acceptances up to 99.9% are achieved. 
Furthermore, in operation scenario under indoors 
and also under outdoors environmental conditions, 
ONU blocking probabilities below 0.1% and ONU 
availability ratios (OARs) up to 99.9% are 
demonstrated. The PON is dimensioned according to 
the number of deployed users and system reach; 
moreover, power safety and also fiber nonlinearities 
constraints are evaluated, illustrating the 
characteristics of the projected network. Finally, the 
coexistence with legacy networks is discussed. 
Index Terms—Fiber-To-The–Home (FTTH); Passive 
Optical Network (PON); Optical Network Unit (ONU), 
Optical Line Terminal (OLT); coherent transceiver; 
Ultra Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
(UDWDM); Dynamic Wavelength Assignment (DWA).  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
resently, GPON and EPON standards based on Time 
Division Multiplexing (TDM) are the developed FTTH 
technologies, being extensively deployed with a fiber 
and split-built Optical Distribution Network (ODN) (Fig. 1); 
however they employ only two wavelengths, thus making 
poor use of spectral efficiency in optical fibers, but on the 
other hand core networks are reaching now its limits. Their 
TDM evolutions to furnish higher bit rates are XG-PON [1] 
and 10GE-PON [2], respectively, but with increased power 
consumption and low economic efficiency per customer. To 
provide higher network capacity, several schemes have been 
introduced, including WDM [3], hybrid WDM/TDM [4], 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [5] 
and, finally, Time and Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
(TWDM) [6]; however, low-cost and backwards compatibility 
requirements are not yet fulfilled. The next generation NG-
PON2 recommendation [7] is based on TWDM by a sort of 
stacking from 4 to 8 XG-PONs and defining an optional set 
of Point-to-Point (PtP) wavelengths (WDM-PON), providing 
the coexistence with legacy systems through wavelength 
overlay and keeping the split-based ODN, while still using 
the Intensity Modulation and Direct Detection (IM/DD) 
transmission format. NG-PON2 has three key elements: a 
Wavelength Multiplexer (WM) at the Optical Line Terminal 
(OLT) [8], a Coexistence Element (CE) at the ODN for 
coexistence with legacy PONs, and a tunable filter at the 
Optical Network Unit (ONU). Severe requirements are 
claimed for channel isolation, demanding the use of 
cascaded filters or increased channel separation; and also 
fast filter tuning time, limiting considerably the technology 
choices, while increasing the implementation costs [9]. 
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Fig. 1. PON with OLT at central office and ODN based on splitters. 
Alternatively, the proposal of a coherent Ultra Dense 
WDM (UDWDM) permits realizing a novel Wavelength-To-
The-User (WTTU) approach, furnishing each customer a 
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dedicated wavelength while spacing channels at a few GHz 
[10], and besides the split-based ODN can be maintained. 
According to ITU recommendation [11], the grid will evolve 
to finer 12.5 GHz slots, so next step will be down to 6.25 
GHz, allowing a scalable PON for high number of users [12]. 
Furthermore, employing coherent detection provides very 
good features: 1) excellent wavelength selectivity, avoiding 
optical filters; 2) high sensitivity, enabling long reach and 
high splitting ratios and 3) high speed WTTU connections; 
and additionally, a digital signal processing leverages 
equalization and forward error correction (FEC). 
With this purpose, an UDWDM-PON is developed under 
the EU FP7 COst-effective COhereNt Ultra-dense-WDM-
PON for lambda-To-the-user access (COCONUT) project 
[13–14], as a seamless evolution from present PON 
deployments in order to support new emerging customer 
applications and also to serve mobile front-haul and back-
haul applications. By using coherent techniques a higher 
power budget (>45dB) is reached thanks to enhanced 
sensitivity (<-50 dBm), allowing to serve higher number of 
users (up to 256) and long distances (up to 60 km), being 
each user served with flexible data rates from 1.25 Gb/s up 
to 10 Gb/s to provide different services.    
When realizing an UDWDM-PON, for each working user, 
a tunable laser (TL) is needed for transmission and another 
TL as local oscillator (LO) for coherent reception, and 
normally two different wavelengths are used for down and 
up transmission to avoid Rayleigh Backscattering (RB). The 
tuning range of the lasers is a key parameter for achieving a 
low-cost implementation of the ONU, leading to choose 
single-mode single-electrode semiconductor lasers, like 
distribute feedback (DFB), but with limited tunability of 
about 0.1nm/ºC by heating and/or cooling control [15-16]. 
Using ECL-lasers in coherent detection [17] and DFB-lasers 
in direct modulation schemes has been shown [18]. 
Manufacturing DFB-lasers yields random wavelengths with 
statistical exponential distribution over few nanometers 
range [15]; but this range can be extended to a larger optical 
band, of e.g. 10 to 40 nm, simply by merging lasers with 
different nominal wavelengths in a number of sub-bands 
and, hereafter, the random wavelengths have 
approximately a uniform distribution in a band (Fig. 2). 
When the ONU lasers sources exhibit random wavelengths 
distributed in a band with limited thermal tunability, which 
is used to allocate wavelengths avoiding collisions, we have 
the Statistical UDWDM (SUDWDM) approach; hence, to 
efficiently distribute the spectrum in activation and also 
during operation, some Dynamic Wavelength Assignments 
(DWAs) algorithms schemes were introduced [19].  
Fig. 2. Approximation of a random wavelength uniform distribution 
in a band by merging lasers of different nominal wavelengths. 
In this work we present the design of the COCONUT 
UDWDM-PON, by furnishing a WTTU approach and also 
introducing the proposed architectures for the ONUs at 
users’ premises and for the OLT at the Central Office (CO), 
where to cope with the required full optical band, we 
characterize the WMs employed in the OLT realization. 
DWA schemes in activation and operation processes are 
proposed, simulated, improved and evaluated to calculate 
the needed optical bandwidth. Afterwards, the whole 
network is dimensioned for the presented ONU, OLT and 
ODN architectures, different number of users and long 
reach; furthermore, the power safety and the nonlinearities 
are considered for safe and correct operation, respectively. 
At last, the coexistence with legacy systems is projected.  
This article is organized in the following sections: section 
II presents ONU and OLT architectures and the modulation 
techniques, in section III some DWA paradigms and 
schemes are introduced and evaluated, in section IV a 
dimensioning of the UDWDM-PON is proposed and its 
characteristics are shown, section V tackles the wavelength 
planning and the coexistence with legacy systems, and, 
finally, in section VI the conclusions are discussed.  
II. DESIGNING ONU AND OLT ARCHITECTURES
The proposed architectures for the network elements are 
based on coherent transceivers. At the ONU side the most 
important goal is to have a low-cost realization in order to 
provide an affordable deployment, which is achieved by 
using TLs based on cheap DFB-lasers. At the CO side, the 
OLT implementation will reproduce the same ONU design 
for each user, integrating all counterparts in full unique 
OLT equipment covering all deployed ONUs of the PON.  
A. ONU architectures 
Firstly, we introduce ONU designs based on coherent 
homodyne detection, using a TL as LO for reception and 
another TL as transmitter, with external or direct 
modulation, and employing two different wavelengths in 
separated bands for up and down transmission to avoid RB 
crosstalk. The TLs are non-preselected with nominal 
wavelengths uniformly distributed in each band, and of low-
cost DFB type with limited tunability adjusted by heating. 
DFB-lasers exhibit typically a constant linear variation with 
temperature of 0.1 nm/ºC approximately between 20 to 50ºC 
[19], covering 3 nm, thus enabling to tune up to 60 channels 
spaced at 6.25 GHz in C-band. This temperature range is 
easily reached with a Peltier, and also even just by heating 
applying an offset. With different bands or with the same 
band for up and down, a coupler separates both directions. 
In the external modulation case (Fig. 3, a), an ASK or 
PSK modulation is obtained with a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) 
modulator controlled by the input data at 1.25 Gb/s bit rate 
[20]. The detection is enabled by an optical hybrid, which 
can be 90º or 120º, and 3 or 4 PIN photodiodes with 
integrated transimpedance amplifier (TIA). In ASK format, 
an independent polarization simplified receiver can be 
realized with a polarization beam splitter (PBS) [21]. 
When using direct modulation (Fig. 3, b), the modulation 
is done varying the input laser current by the input data; 
there, the typical employed coherent modulation is DPSK.  
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Fig. 3. ONU transceiver block diagrams with coherent homodyne detection. Using two TLs in two different bands: (a) with external ASK or 
PSK modulation, (b) with direct DPSK modulation. Using two TLs sharing the same optical band: (c) with external ASK or PSK modulation, 
(d) with direct DPSK modulation. 
 
A thermally tuned directly phase modulated DFB-laser at 
the ONU transmitting in DPSK at 1.25 Gb/s, with a 
coherent homodyne receiver at the OLT showing a BER 
below the FEC margin of 10-3 up to 60ºC, has been 
demonstrated [18]. This furnishes the simplest coherent 
architecture providing the lowest cost, because it avoids an 
expensive MZ modulator. Furthermore, recently, to flexibly 
adapt to different bit rates, transmissions from 1.25 Gb/s to 
5 Gb/s with direct modulated DFBs have been shown [22], 
operating with either DPSK or DQPSK formats and 
maintaining the 6.25 GHz channelization. The transmission 
is realized with two or four level equalized signal, while the 
reception is the same for both formats and only the pre-
coder is modified, a process that can be done by software. 
When using the same sole band for up/down, again both 
TLs have different wavelengths uniformly distributed; or 
the same statistics but with a fixed wavelength difference 
between TLs, paired in a selection procedure for an easier 
activation process. External and direct modulations are also 
considered and each TL can act as LO or as transmitter; 
this is selected by a 2x2 Optical Switch (OS), which can also 
simplify the activation process (Fig. 3, c and d) [23-24]. The 
OS can be of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) 
type, which is very cheap but has a switching time of some 
ms. However, if a Half-Duplex (HD) transmission mode is 
used [23], employing only one operating TL and the same 
wavelength for up/down, a switching time in the order of ns 
is needed. This can be achieved by using an OS of LiNbO3 
technology, although it is an expensive solution, but then 
only one TL can be employed, and the other TL if present 
can be for back-up. The OS can be avoided in a simple and 
low-cost design by passing the connections directly, then the 
TLs are fixed for reception and transmission, and thus the 
TLs cannot interchange their functionality. 
Additionally, a DPSK downstream coherent heterodyne 
detection at the ONU and upstream at the OLT can be 
similarly implemented with two PDs. The upstream DPSK 
modulation at the ONU can be realized by introducing data 
to a cost-effective Reflective Semiconductor Optical 
Amplifier (RSOA) transmitting in DPSK at 1.25 Gb/s (Fig. 
4) [25]. In this way, a unique DFB-laser can be used at the 
ONU, combining both functions as detection with LO and 
up-transmission, where a circulator isolates the TL and the 
RSOA to prevent reflections, although a simple splitter can 
realize the same isolation function with similar results. 
Hence, up and down signal spectrums do not overlap and, 
therefore, RB disturbance is avoided. Nevertheless, the 
occupied wavelength channel by each ONU is double the 
width employed by each single TL when using two TLs in 
separated bands or in the same band. 
Besides, the residual intensity modulation (IM) effect in 
direct phase modulation was eased integrating a DFB and 
an electro-absorption modulator (EAM) (DEML), which was 
tested for homodyne and heterodyne detections [26].  
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Fig. 4. OLT and ONU transceiver block diagrams with heterodyne 
coherent detection. At the ONU, an RSOA is a DPSK modulator 
and only one DFB is used. Down/up spectrums do not overlap. 
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Finally, a dual output DEML monolithically integrating a 
DFB and an EAM in a chip has been demonstrated, with 
ASK modulation format at the ONU, where the DFB is used 
for both transmitter and LO [27]. A 2.5 Gb/s full-duplex 
transmission with heterodyne detection has been tested, 
modulating in ASK for upstream and in DPSK for 
downstream. The receivers at the ONU and OLT use only 
one PD per polarization, achieving a high sensitivity. The 
frequency offset between the signal and the LO is 5 GHz, 
thus enabling a channel spacing of 12.5 GHz between users.  
B. OLT architectures 
The OLT implementation is likewise based on coherent 
transceivers, serving the whole deployed ONUs in the PON. 
A very simple architecture is realized with power splitters, 
covering the whole deployed working optical bands without 
any filtering, whenever using different or the same band for 
upstream and downstream (Fig. 5, a). A circulator separates 
up and down transmission in two branches, and at each 
branch an optical amplifier (OA), which can be an Erbium 
Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) or a Semiconductor Optical 
Amplifier (SOA), is introduced to satisfy the power budget. 
 The OLT owns an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA), 
inserted in the PON trunk through an asymmetric coupler, 
monitoring continuously all wavelengths present in the 
PON (Fig. 5). The OLT will control that all wavelengths are 
correct in power and allocation, during activation processes 
and in operation; making decisions about reassignments, if 
needed, to deal with temperature conditions, by heuristic 
DWAs schemes [19] and employing OLT-ONU messages in 
the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. 
We present another OLT architecture based on a 1xM-
ports Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) as WM, combined 
with splitters to serve a high number of users (Fig. 5, b); 
thus, providing lower Insertion Loss (IL) and then better 
power budget, and even avoiding amplification for moderate 
distance reach because of the high coherent detection 
sensitivity. However, the AWG spectral efficiency, which is 
the ratio between the 3 dB response and the channel 
spacing, is only of 75% for a 3 dB flat-top bandwidth and, 
hereafter, some channels will suffer high attenuation 
because of low response of the AWG in the transition bands. 
 
In order to have full spectral 100% efficiency, we propose 
to use an athermal AWG combined with a thermal AWG or 
two thermal AWGs, by tuning the spectral response 
interleaving the output channels using the temperature 
control in such a way that, when a maximum is achieved in 
one AWG-port, in the other neighbor AWG-port there is a 
minimum and vice-versa. In this way, both AWGs have 
complementary frequency responses and, therefore, a 100% 
spectral efficiency is achieved (Fig. 5, b). If down and up 
transmissions are done in different bands, half of the M-
ports of each AWG can be devoted to the down-band and the 
other half to the up-band. If down and up transmissions 
share the same band, each port will serve both directions. If 
there are not enough ports in an AWG to cover both 
down/up-bands, the same architecture can be duplicated: 
one branch with two AWGs can be used for down and the 
other branch with two more AWGs for up, with a circulator 
separating down and up branches.  
Both proposed OLT architectures fit all the ONU designs 
presented previously by fulfilling at the OLT side the twin 
transmission and reception counterparts, implementing the 
particular selected homodyne or heterodyne detection. 
To cover the whole operation band with limited thermally 
tuned DFB-lasers for transmission and reception, the band 
is divided in sub-bands, where each sub-band will have 
DFB-lasers with nominal wavelength in the center of the 
sub-band and, therefore, the complete band is covered 
tuning the DFB-lasers. Hence, a similar band distribution 
in sub-bands used to achieve a wavelength uniform 
distribution for the ONUs can be used at the OLT 
implementation for tuning purposes. Then, the required TLs 
organized in sub-bands are distributed for transmission and 
reception at the ports of the OLT, which can be done in both 
proposed OLT designs (Fig. 5). 
C. AWG characterization 
Several athermal and thermal AWGs are measured, 
characterizing their IL, spectral response and tuning range 
in order to evaluate their use in the OLT design. 
Two sorts of AWGs are available: gaussian passband and 
flat-top passaband, presenting a gaussian or a flat-top 
passband channel shape, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. (a) OLT architecture realized with splitters covering full optical band/s. (b) OLT block diagram based on splitters and two thermal 
AWGs with complimentary frequency response providing 100% spectral efficiency. 
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In a first setup scenario, a single 100 GHz channel spaced 
athermal gaussian 41-port AWG1 was tested to evaluate its 
spectral response (Fig. 6). An EDFA was used as a 
broadband light generator and was directly connected to one 
input of a 2x2 optical coupler, whose output ports were 
connected to two AWGs. Two output AWG1-ports were 
connected to an OSA through a 3x3 coupler and two OSs, 
which select the output port to be measured. The Amplified 
Spontaneous Emission (ASE) response of the EDFA was 
compensated to provide an exact AWG spectral response. 
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Fig. 6. Measurement setup: single and tuning AWG scenarios. 
 
The ITU channels 32 (1551.72 nm) and 33 (1550.92 nm), 
spaced 100 GHz, were filtered through the AWG and the 
Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) or 3 dB bandwidth 
obtained was 60 GHz, providing a 60% spectral efficiency. 
The IL was in the order of 3.0 dB and the crosspoint (CP) 
between these consecutive channels was around 11 dB 
below IL, showing a maximum IL (MIL) of 14 dB (Fig. 7). 
In the same scenario, a 100 GHz thermal flat-top 40-port 
AWG without temperature control was also tested for ITU 
channels 29 (1554.13 nm) and 30 (1553.33 nm), providing an 
IL in the order of 7.5 dB and showing a 77.5 GHz FWHM, so 
around 75% spectral efficiency (Fig. 8). The CP was around 
6.4 dB below the IL, thus the MIL was 14 dB. 
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Fig. 7. Athermal gaussian 100 GHz AWG response. 
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Fig. 8. Thermal flat-top 100 GHz AWG response. 
Afterward, in a second tuning setup scenario (Fig. 6), two 
AWGs were measured simultaneously to test the thermal 
performance (Fig. 9). A third OS connects the signal from 
the thermal AWG2, which is controlled by temperature, to 
the OSA, tuning the AWG2 channel 50 GHz from the 
nominal frequency in order to allocate its peak at the CP of 
the other two channels of AWG1, with all OSs ON. Once the 
peak is centered, the channels are measured separately.   
The peak of channel 33 in thermal gaussian AWG2 was 
tuned to be allocated at the CP of channels 32 and 33 of 
AWG1, which is kept without temperature variation. Once 
the temperature in AWG2 is increased up to 60ºC, which is 
the maximum operative rating, the peak reached the CP. 
Figs. 9 and 10 show the interleaving of AWG channels for 
gaussian and flat-top responses, respectively. 
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Fig. 9. Interleaving gaussian AWG channels by thermal tuning. 
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Fig. 10. Interleaving flat-top AWG channels by thermal tuning. 
 
With two flat-top AWGs, by tuning to interleave channels 
so that one AWG peaks at the CP of the other AWG, a ripple 
of only 0.7 dB is obtained and a MIL of 8.2 dB is reached. 
But using gaussian AWGs, the ripple is 1.9 dB, however the 
MIL is just 4.9 dB, furnishing the best result. 
III. UDWDM WAVELENGTH ASSIGNMENT 
A. Assignment paradigms and heuristic schemes 
In order to provide a Dedicated WTTU (DWTTU) by 
spacing channels at few GHZ in the WTTU method, we need 
to deal with the limited tunability of the lasers. The TLs at 
the ONU will have random nominal wavelengths in a band 
with thermal tuning in a window, which is used to assign a 
wavelength channel without collisions in activation and also 
during operation processes in a SUDWDM approach. 
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We adopt the DWTTU format with a single wavelength 
for each user by assuming that there is enough optical band 
to serve all deployed users simultaneously. Another way of 
exploiting a wavelength channel is the Shared WTTU 
(SWTTU) pattern, where a wavelength is shared among 
several users in TDM; the trade-offs between DWTTU and 
SWTTU will be discussed in section IV.  
In the activation process, when an ONU joins or restarts 
operation in the PON, a previous in-band connection must 
be established. Several turn-up procedures can be defined, 
depending on the ONU architectures (one or two lasers) and 
whether a unique band or two bands are used. Basically, the 
ONU receiver tunes its TL to a signaling pilot or working 
wavelength and, after receiving authorization by the OLT, 
the ONU up-transmits. The OLT, employing MAC messages 
OLT-ONU, will control by DWA the final channel allocation 
in activation, and also in operation, when the environmental 
conditions affect the laser tunable window. An activation 
protocol was proposed for coherent UDWDM-PON [28], 
reporting the modifications of the requirements of the XG-
PON standard, but other protocols are to be developed.   
The ONU can hold a TL for downstream and another TL 
for upstream, both to be assigned, and operating in two 
different bands or in the same band, or a unique TL for 
down/up working in a unique band.  
Firstly, two assignment paradigms managing the 
wavelengths in activation and operation are foreseen [29]: 
 Static Wavelength Assignment (SWA), where once 
wavelengths are assigned they remain static. 
 Dynamic Wavelength Assignment (DWA), where 
wavelengths reallocations are made, even to satisfy network 
changes in environmental temperature conditions. 
The ONUs own TLs with wavelengths values randomly 
distributed in uniform probability in an optical band. The 
band is divided in equally narrow spaced channels. When an 
ONU is activated by using SWA, each TL is assigned a free 
channel in its limited tuning range window, but if there is 
no channel available in this window, the entrant ONU is 
rejected. When DWA is used, active working wavelengths 
can be reassigned to serve a new entering TL that finds all 
channels busy in its tunable window; in this window a 
connected user is searched beginning in the lowest channel 
with at least a free channel in its current window; if this 
user is found, its working wavelength is reassigned to the 
free channel and, then, the liberated channel is given to the 
entering ONU, otherwise the incoming ONU is rejected.  
These paradigms are combined with heuristic assignment 
schemes to practically distribute the ultra-dense spectrum. 
Three heuristic channel assignment algorithms have been 
proposed to avoid collisions and efficiently organize the 
spectrum, suited for the SUDWDM-PON scenario with 
limited tunability [19]: 
 First Fit (FF), allocating the free channel closer to the 
random ONU wavelength [30]. 
 Maximum Scattering (MS), selecting the free channel 
providing maximum distance between two busy channels. 
 Maximum Admittance (MA), assigning the free channel 
giving the maximum options of admission when a future 
new request arrives at the same assigned channel. 
FF is the most simple assignment scheme, selecting the 
free channel closer to the original wavelength, and was 
previously proposed and evaluated for non-preselected-
independent ONU sources with wavelength control [29]. MS 
algorithm allocates the wavelengths in the band in a more 
spaced manner, providing free channels more uniformly. 
Finally, MA scheme keeps free the channels with more 
probability to be requested in the internal band and at the 
band limits, where a part of the TL window is out of band 
and cannot be used; these are the central and side channel 
band regions, respectively. When using MA scheme, the 
resulting blocks of assigned channels are smaller than the 
TL window, and thus, when a novel request arrives over 
any formed block, the new wavelength can be allocated. 
B. Wavelength channel assignment in activation 
The three proposed heuristic assignment algorithms are 
evaluated by simulations in activation processes, where 
ONUs join activity in the PON. 
The simulations are realized applying the Monte-Carlo 
method to find the number of channels needed by 
calculating the ONU rejection probability Pr, which is the 
probability of an entrant ONU to be refused because of an 
inevitable channel collision. The opposite concept is the 
ONU acceptance probability Pa, with Pa = 1-Pr. 
 All ONUs present in the PON are assigned randomly one 
or two wavelengths in a band or two wavelengths in two 
bands, depending on the deployed scenario, with uniform 
distribution in the band. The ONUs are tried to be activated 
sequentially according to the chosen assignment scheme 
and in a random order. An ONU is rejected when, each 
ONU owning two TLs, one or both TLs cannot be allocated 
in their tunable window; or, if there is only one TL per 
ONU, when this TL cannot be allocated. The number of 
failures is counted and the process is repeated 10000 times 
to obtain the average rejection probability.  
In a first simulation scenario, each ONU has two TLs in 
two different bands for down/up, with independent random 
wavelengths (Fig. 3, a and b). Being P1 and P2 the rejection 
probabilities of TL 1 and 2, respectively, with P1 = P2 << 1, 
then the total ONU rejection probability Pr is: 
 
             1 2 1 2 1 2 12rP P P PP P P P                 (1)  
 
Hence, only one band simulation is realized and next the 
total ONU rejection probability is calculated. When using 
coherent homodyne detection, the channel spacing is taken 
to be 6.25 GHz [20], [22], and the required bands can be 
allocated in the C-band and/or in the L-band. Although the 
minimum wavelength separation between two adjacent 
channels is only 3 GHz [20]; considering the guard bands, 
the wavelengths drifts, the nonlinearities constrains, and 
future ITU grid, 6.25 GHz are used. The laser tunability is 
assumed to be 0.1 nm/ºC, with a range of +/-10ºC (+/-1 nm or 
+/-20 channels in C-band), which can be achieved with a 
Peltier or just by heating the TL by +10ºC and, afterwards, 
incrementing or decrementing its temperature up to 10ºC. 
The deployed ONUs are 256, with an ODN split power of 
2. FF scheme, being the simplest assignment algorithm, is 
used as comparison pattern. Simulation results are shown 
in Fig. 11; with a SWA procedure, MS exceeds FF, but MA 
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Fig. 11. Two TLs in 2 bands, ONU rejection probability in activation 
using SWA or DWA paradigms and FF, MS and MA schemes. 
 
provides the best results: an ONU rejection probability of 
10-3 (0.1% rejection probability or 99.9% acceptance 
probability) is achieved with only 305 channels. With the 
same ratio, when employing MS, 335 channels are needed; 
and while using FF, 360 channels per band are required. 
Applying the flexible DWA method, where active working 
channels are reassigned if needed; simulations show a great 
improvement of the ONU rejection probability (Fig. 11). 
DWA combined with MA furnishes the best results, with a 
rejection probability of 0.1% with only 288 band channels.   
Likewise, in a second simulation scenario, both TLs with 
independent random wavelengths at the ONU share a 
unique band for down/up (Fig. 3, c and d), with the same 
6.25 GHz channelization for coherent detection, 256 active 
users and identical +/-10ºC thermal tuning range. Now, the 
ONU rejection probabilities exhibit similar outcomes for a 
required total band slightly greater than the double of 
channels needed in the previous case with two different 
bands for up/down. The results for each of the SWA and 
DWA paradigms and FF, MS and MA schemes are depicted 
in Fig. 12, being again MA with DWA the best algorithm. 
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Fig. 12. Two TLs in one unique band, ONU rejection probability in 
activation using SWA or DWA and FF, MS and MA schemes. 
 
 Finally, in a third scenario, there is only one TL for 
down/up at the ONU in a sole band, as in the previously 
presented heterodyne detection diagram (Fig. 4), but the 
channel is doubled to 12.5 GHz. The simulation outcomes 
are equivalent to having only one TL in the band but with a 
lower tunability of +/-5ºC, the half of the previous range. 
The obtained ONU rejection probabilities depict that the 
total bandwidth needed is greater compared to the former 
case of having two TLs in the same band, because of using a 
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Fig. 13. One TL in one unique band, ONU rejection probability in 
activation using SWA or DWA and FF, MS and MA schemes. 
 
doubled channelization and now the number of channels are 
multiplied by 12.5 GHz. The results for SWA and DWA 
paradigms and FF, MS and MA schemes are illustrated in 
Fig. 13, being once more MA with DWA the best algorithm. 
This latest scenario is also equivalent to disposing a 
coherent homodyne detection employing two paired TLs in 
the same band for down/up, with different wavelengths and 
a fixed difference of an odd number of channels. 
Simulations are realized for different numbers of users, 
which are a typical ODN split power of 2, and for the former 
scenarios considered. Table I summarizes the required 
number of channels and bands for the different cases, 
considering an ONU rejection probability of 0.1% and using 
DWA with the best MA scheme. Channels bandwidths are of 
6.25 GHz or 12.5 GHz for the homodyne or for the 
heterodyne and homodyne paired TLs cases, respectively.  
 
TABLE I 
REQUIRED CHANNELS IN ACTIVATION PROCESS 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 32 68 34 
64 2 x 68 140 75 
128 2 x 141 287 156 
256 2 x 288 583 317 
C. Operation under environmental conditions 
In an operation scenario, the temperature at the ONU 
changes under environmental conditions. Commercial 
operational temperature range for indoor equipment is 5 to 
35ºC, but with a moderate variation of few degrees; on the 
other hand outdoor equipment suffers great temperature 
changes, as night/day or season shifts exhibit. Hence, when 
a temperature variation occurs at the ONU, the TL change 
its tunable window and, when it cannot keep the assigned 
working channel, a reassignment is needed, which can be 
realized with a DWA scheme. 
The ONU reports the OLT using MAC messages about 
the tunable window variations; besides, at the OLT an OSA 
is continuously monitoring all wavelengths to guarantee 
their correct power and assignment (Fig. 5). Next, when an 
ONU cannot hold its current assigned channel, the OLT will 
make decisions about channel reallocations to maintain this 
ONU under operation. The channel reassignments are 
realized with any of the former heuristic algorithms and the 
choices are ordered by MAC messages OLT-ONU. 
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To model the temperature variation scenario and show 
how channel reassignments affect operation, first we deem 
the case where some ONUs are sited outdoors, subject to 
great temperature changes, a situation that sometimes 
occurs in America, placing the ONUs on facades, poles or 
exterior cabinets. We set the case where 50% of the ONUs 
are outdoors and the other 50% are indoors, suffering great 
and low deviations, respectively. During a period of 10 days 
to obtain stable and accurate results, smooth daily changes 
of +/-2.5ºC are applied to indoor ONUs and great variations 
of +/-5ºC to outdoor ONUs, moving the tunable windows of 
their TLs. Simulations with 256 active ONUs are realized 
with the same former +/-10ºC thermal tunability, owing 
each ONU two TLs allocated in different bands. 
During operation, the TLs which cannot hold their 
current channel are reassigned, applying any of the DWA 
schemes. When a TL in an ONU cannot hold its assigned 
channel, neither be reassigned, the ONU is blocked, waiting 
for an activation process furnishing a new free channel. 
We consider two reallocation cases: first, only one 
reassignment is produced, changing the present channel to 
a free channel in the new tunable window (DWA1); second, 
if there is no free channel in the new tunable window, there, 
a working TL is reallocated if there is a free channel in its 
current tunable window, liberating a channel which is given 
to the ONU not holding its current channel (DWA2). If an 
ONU has an assigned channel that is out of tuning and 
cannot be reassigned, it is out of operation and it is marked 
as blocked; thus, waiting for a new activation process with 
channel availability. The percentage of ONUs being not 
operative at any time, independently of their blocking time, 
is expressed as an ONU blocking probability Pb. A flow-
diagram of the reallocation process for both DWA1 and 
DWA2 cases is shown in Fig. 14. 
 
Keep λa until possible
ONU/OLT requests new λr
ONU connected to assigned λa
ONU approaches tunability limit?
Yes No
Free ch. available?
No
Yes
ONU reassigned to λr
Activation process
DWA1
Working ch. reassigned?
No
DWA2
Yes
ONU blocked
Waiting for free ch.
NoYes
 
Fig. 14. ONU channel reallocation flow-diagram, by one (DWA1) or 
two (DWA2) reassignments, adapting to environmental conditions.  
 
Under these out/indoor temperature variations, an ONU 
blocking probability of 0.1% is not reachable, even with 640 
channels (32 nm in C-band), as can be seen in Fig. 15. Most 
of the reassignments or blocking cases are due to the fact 
that TLs closer to the band limits have a part of their 
tunable window out of band, and, therefore, they are 
assigned with low probability and even cannot be assigned. 
To avoid a penalty for the TLs with nominal wavelengths 
near the band limits and improve the ONU blocking 
probability, we propose to add a guard band, Bg, at each side 
of the original band, Ba, whit the OLT deploying an 
enlarged reception band, as depicted in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 15. ONU blocking probability in operation with one (DWA1) or 
two (DWA2) reassignments, adapting to environmental conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 16. Guard bands extending the original optical band. 
 
The original band is extended, and the guard bands must 
be large enough to contain the thermal TL window changes. 
Hereafter, when adding the guard bands, all TLs always 
have their tunable windows inside the extended band, Be, 
and, therefore, they have the same opportunities to be 
accepted. Fig. 17 illustrates the new obtained simulation 
results with the extended band. The guard bands are of 0.75 
nm (15 channels in C-band) per side for the same out/indoor 
temperature variations; and, when using MA scheme with 
DWA2, an ONU blocking probability of 0.1% is reached with 
an extended band of only 320 channels. 
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Fig. 17. ONU blocking probability with extended band and with one 
(DWA1) or two (DWA2) reassignments, adapting to out/indoor 
environmental conditions. 
 
Another form to evaluate the scenario under temperature 
changes is defining the ONU Availability Ratio (OAR), the 
ratio of ONU available time to total operating time, like as 
in the transmission systems and media recommendation 
[31]. Simulating with same former conditions with two 
reassignments (DWA2), OAR is found for the most blocked 
ONU and, in Fig. 18, the ONU unavailability ratio (1-OAR), 
which is the opposite of the OAR, shows that the network 
adapts dynamically to temperature changes. 
Original Band
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(2nm/40 channels)
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Guard Band Guard Band
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Fig. 18. ONU Availability Ratio (OAR) with and without extended 
optical band; using DWA2 and FF, MS and MA schemes, adapting to 
out/indoor environmental temperature changes. 
 
In operation without band extension, the most blocked 
ONU, which has its TL close to the band limits, suffers an 
(1-OAR) of 0.8%, even employing more than 500 channels, 
and independently of the used algorithm. But when the 
optical band is extended, (1-OAR) drops dramatically, and 
the MA scheme obtains an OAR of 99.9% with only 310 
channels of extended band, which corresponds to an average 
time of 86 seconds per day of unavailability for the most 
blocked ONU. 
Simulations with the same daily smooth temperature 
changes of +/-2.5ºC in indoor ONUs and great variations of 
+/-5ºC in outdoor ONUs, and with an equal +/-10ºC ONU 
thermal tunability, are also realized for the former different 
numbers of users, coherent detection and band scenarios. 
Table II summarizes the needed number of channels and 
bands for the different cases considering an OAR of 99.9% 
and employing DWA2 with the best MA scheme. Channels 
bandwidths are of 6.25 GHz or of 12.5 GHz for the 
homodyne or for the heterodyne and homodyne paired TLs 
cases, respectively; with an extended optimum band of 8 
channels per side. 
 
TABLE II 
REQUIRED CHANNELS UNDER OUT/INDOOR OPERATING CONDITIONS  
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 32 77 41 
64 2 x 77 154 84 
128 2 x 155 304 171 
256 2 x 310 623 360 
 
A second temperature variation scenario is the case when 
all ONUs are sited indoors, which is the typical condition in 
Europe, where FTTH is deployed placing the ONUs at the 
homes or inside an interior cabinet in a building. Hence, the 
ONUs suffer low temperature deviations. Smooth dairy 
changes of +/-2.5ºC are applied to indoor ONUs, moving the 
tunable windows of their TLs. Once more, simulations with 
256 active ONUs are realized with the same former +/-10ºC 
ONU thermal tunability, owing each ONU two TLs 
allocated in different bands. 
Fig. 19 shows the new obtained simulation results with 
the extended band. The guard bands now are taken of 0.25 
nm (5 channels) per side to cover the indoors variations.  
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Fig. 19. OAR with extended band and one (DWA1) or two (DWA2) 
reassignments, adapting to indoor environmental conditions. 
 
When using MA scheme with DWA2, an ONU blocking 
probability of 0.1% is reached with an extended band of 310 
channels, equal to the one required for out/indoors. 
Simulations with same ONU temperature variations and 
+/-10ºC ONU thermal tunability are executed for the same 
previous different numbers of users, coherent detection and 
band scenarios. Table III shows the required number of 
channels and bands for the different cases, with an OAR of 
99.9% and employing DWA2 with the best MA scheme. In 
the homodyne cases the channels are of 6.25 GHz, with an 
extended optimal band of 5 channels per side; while for the 
heterodyne and homodyne paired TLs instances the 
channels are of 12.5 GHz, with an extended optimal band of 
3 channels per side. The required channels for indoors are 
in general lower than the needed for out/indoor conditions. 
 
TABLE III 
REQUIRED CHANNELS UNDER INDOOR OPERATING CONDITIONS  
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 32 69 37 
64 2 x 69 145 84 
128 2 x 145 304 166 
256 2 x 310 620 356 
IV. DIMENSIONING THE NETWORK 
A. Shared versus dedicated wavelength to the user 
When designing the network, two forms of exploiting the 
wavelength channels must be considered: DWTTU, with a 
unique wavelength dedicated for each user, and SWTTU, 
where every wavelength is shared among several users in 
TDM. The convenience of sharing wavelengths depends on 
the capacity limits of the PON, which are a function of 
several factors: the available spectrum to operate, the 
tuning range of the lasers, the power budget, the receiver 
sensitivity, the eye power safety and the nonlinearities. If 
the available optical band is narrow, because of the 
coexistence with legacy xPON generations, and the number 
of deployed ONUs is higher than the offered channels, then 
SWTTU is mandatory. But if the optical band is wide 
enough, with more accessible channels than ONUs, DWTTU 
can be used, and the number of ONUs is only limited by the 
power budget, eye safety and nonlinearities. 
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Therefore, DWTTU is the good choice, because each user 
can profit the full bit rate in a wavelength (e.g. 1G), 
transmitting in a continuous stream without burst mode 
and besides with low-cost transceivers. 
The number of needed wavelength channels in the optical 
bandwidth, Nc, versus the allocated ONUs, NONU, is 
evaluated to have a comparison between DWTTU and 
SWTTU. With a loss budget of 48 dB and a reach of 45 km, 
up to 256 ONUs can be served, as it will be shown in next 
chapter of this section. Considering a 6.25 GHz channel 
spacing and working in C-band, when two TLs are used in 
different up/down bands at the ONUs, Nc versus NONU is 
illustrated in Fig. 20, as a function of the ONU tunability, 
depending on the activation process and the environmental 
operation conditions, and deploying up to 256 users. 
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Fig. 20. DWTTU: needed wavelength channels and spectral channel 
efficiency vs. number of allocated ONUs. 
 
Using DWTTU, with full laser tunability in the bands at 
the ONUs, Nc corresponds to NONU linearly; therefore, to 
serve up to 256 users, just 256 channels (12.8 nm) are 
needed. However, by employing ONU TLs with a limited 
tunability of 0.1 nm/ºC, a variation of +/-10ºC provides a 
tuning range of 2 nm or 40 channels; hereafter, in the 
activation processes, the efficient DWA MA algorithm 
provides the required number of activation channels, Na 
(Table I), or the corresponding necessary activation 
bandwidth, Ba, which is increased, and 288 channels (14.4 
nm) are needed to cover all 256 users. With the same 
assignment scheme in out&indoor operating conditions, the 
required number of operation channels, No, or the 
equivalent extended operation bandwidth, Bo, are now 
augmented up to 310 channels or 15.5 nm, respectively 
(Tables II and III).  
The spectral channel efficiency, defined as the number of 
ONUs over the needed channels, Es =NONU/Nc, is in the 
order of 90% in activation and about 80% in operation (Fig. 
20). In the SWTTU case, we may have Es >1 with 256 active 
users, but employing less working channels than users. 
The sharing factor, Fs, which is the number of ONUs 
working in the same channel in TDM, and the served bit 
rate per user in a channel relative to 1G, Ru, are shown in 
Fig. 21. As the number of shared wavelengths decreases, the 
greater is Fs, but the lower is the available Ru for each ONU. 
When no wavelengths are shared between users, we have 
DWTTU; hence, Fs and Ru take the unit value. 
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Fig. 21. SWTTU: sharing factor and bit rate per user in a channel 
relative to 1G vs. employed wavelength channels. 
B. Spreading DFB-lasers over the optical band 
Low-cost DFB-lasers suffer manufacturing wavelength 
variations, which are mainly due to microscopic cleaving 
deviations. The yielded central nominal wavelength is 
dispersed approximately +/-1 nm in a scattering bandwidth, 
Bs, of about 2 nm, exhibiting an estimated exponential 
distribution [15]. In order to provision a set of TLs with 
wavelengths uniformly distributed in a whole optical band, 
DFB-lasers with scattered wavelengths are produced in sub-
bands with a Bs/2 spacing and, gathering them by 
overlapping the sub-bands, the arranged set of lasers 
provides wavelengths with an approximated uniform 
distribution in a complete band (Fig. 2). The number of 
needed sub-bands, La, to generate an approached uniform 
distribution in the activation band, Ba, is: 
 
         La = ہ2Ba/Bsۂ		 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 			ሺ2ሻ 
 
In	equation	ሺ2ሻ,	ہxۂ is the floor function, delivering the largest 
integer not greater than x. To furnish TLs to 256 deployed 
ONUs, with wavelengths uniformly distributed in the band, 
when two TLs are used in different bands, the required 
activation band is of Na = 288 channels (Table I) (or Ba = 
14.4 nm). Thus La = 14 sub-bands with Bs =2 nm are enough 
for each up and down bands to provide the ONUs. 
The required number of 2 nm width activation sub-bands 
in C-band to have a set a of TLs to provide the ONUs with 
wavelengths uniformly distributed in the activation band 
for the different architecture cases are summarized in Table 
IV, with Ba providing a 0.1% ONU rejection probability by 
using DWA with the MA scheme, as shown in Table I.  
 
TABLE IV 
REQUIRED NUMBER OF ONU ACTIVATION SUB-BANDS 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 1 3 3 
64 2 x 3 7 7 
128 2 x 7 14 15 
256 2 x 14 29 31 
 
When implementing the OLT for DWTTU with ONUs 
under limited tunability, the number of required operation 
channels, No, is defined by the environmental conditions. 
With two TLs at the ONU in different up/down bands and 
under out/indoor circumstances, to provide an 99.9% OAR, 
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No = 310 channels are needed to serve 256 users allocated 
using the DWA2 MA scheme (Table III), with an extended 
operation band, Bo, corresponding to 15.5 nm (Fig. 21). 
One option is to use at the OLT a number of TLs, Nt, with 
full tunability in the operation band. For a number of 
working ONUs, NONU, a total quantity of Nt = NONU TLs 
with full tunability in the operation band are necessary. 
Thus, 256 TLs being full tunable at Bo = 15.5 nm cover all 
256 deployed ONUs, but this is a very expensive solution. 
Hereafter, the same manufactured DFB-lasers to serve 
the deployed ONUs in sub-bands can be used for a low-cost 
OLT implementation just adding new sub-bands, and also 
furnishing a guaranteed non-blocking structure at the OLT. 
Note that outdoors ONUs can suffer harsh temperature 
changes and their TLs move widely the tuning range, while 
at the OLT the TLs remain under ambient temperature of 
about 25ºC. The required number of operation sub-bands is: 
 
         Lo = ڿ2Bo/Btۀ	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 			ሺ3ሻ 
 
In	 equation	 ሺ3ሻ,	 ڿxۀ is the ceiling function, delivering the 
smallest integer not less than x, and Bt is the DFB-laser 
tuning range, which is of 2 nm or 40 channels in C-band for 
a variation of +/-10ºC with a 0.1 nm/ºC tunability, being 
equal to the scattering range Bs. Hence, to cope with ONUs 
owning two TLs in different up/down bands and under 
out/indoor circumstances, an operation band of 15.5 nm 
requires a distribution of DFB-lasers in Lo = 16 sub-bands. 
Table V shows the required number of OLT operation 
sub-bands under out/indoor circumstances for the different 
architecture instances that we are considering, with an 
ONU blocking probability of 0.1% and employing DWA2 
with the best MA scheme (Table II): 
Hence, the number of needed lasers per sub-band will be: 
 
                           Ns = ڿNo/Loۀ              (4) 
 
With No channels of 6.25 GHz. We require Ns = ڿ310/16ۀ = 
20 TLs per sub-band. Then, the total OLT TLs per band are: 
 
                            Nl = LoNs                    (5) 
 
Therefore, we implement Nl = 16x20 = 320 TLs per each 
up and down band at the OLT. Table VI summarizes the 
required number of TLs at the OLT for the different 
architecture instances that we are taking into account. 
Considering the indoors most current environment 
conditions, where all ONUs are located inside homes, the 
results found for the number of OLT operation sub-bands 
(Table VII) and the needed TLs at the OLT (Table VIII) are 
very similar because of the rounding of the ceiling function 
 
TABLE V 
REQUIRED NUMBER OF OLT OUT/INDOOR OPERATION SUB-BANDS 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 2 4 5 
64 2 x 4 8 9 
128 2 x 8 16 18 
256 2 x 16 32 36 
TABLE VI 
REQUIRED NUMBER OF OUT/INDOOR OLT OPERATION TUNABLE  
LASERS UNDER LIMITED TUNABILITY 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 32 80 85 
64 2 x 80 160 171 
128 2 x 160 304 342 
256 2 x 320 640 720 
 
TABLE VII 
REQUIRED NUMBER OF OLT INDOOR OPERATION SUB-BANDS 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 2 4 5 
64 2 x 4 8 9 
128 2 x 8 16 17 
256 2 x 16 31 36 
  
TABLE VIII 
REQUIRED NUMBER OF OLT INDOOR OPERATION TUNABLE  LASERS 
UNDER LIMITED TUNABILITY 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 32 72 75 
64 2 x 72 152 171 
128 2 x 152 304 340 
256 2 x 320 620 720 
   
C. Sizing the OLT architectures 
Two OLT architectures have been proposed in Section II 
chapter B: a) with splitters and a circulator and b) with 
thermal AWGs combined with splitters at the AWG ports. 
In the case a) the OLT is designed filterless with splitters 
(Fig. 5, a). Using Nt full-tunable TLs in the operation band, 
the implementation has a total split, St, mirroring the 
deployed split at the ODN (Fig. 1), with a splitting ratio St = 
Nt = NONU at the dedicated branches for up and down, which 
are separated by a circulator. For example, with NONU = 
256, a two stage split of 16x16 at each branch can be 
deployed; and with NONU = 128, 64 or 32, a two stage split at 
each branch can be of 8x16, 4x16 or 2x16, respectively. 
But when we deploy TLs distributed in operation sub-
bands of limited tunability, the number of needed TLs is 
generally greater than the number on ONUs, Nl > NONU; 
and, thus, at the OLT a next higher level of split, Sl, 
compared to the ODN split is needed. Then, usually Sl > Nl 
> NONU. For 256 ONUs, in the out/indoor case with two TLs 
in different up/down bands, the number of TLs per band at 
the OLT is Nl = 320 TLs, and four of the 16-split at each 
branch can have another 2-split and the TLs able to connect 
will be 256 + 4x16 = 320. Or simply a three stage split of Sl 
= 2x16x16 = 512 can be built. Similar results are obtained 
for 128, 64 or 32 deployed ONUs and dealt cases (Table IX). 
Likewise, for the indoor environmental scenario, identical 
results as in Table IX are obtained and same split ratios at 
the OLT using TLs under limited tunability are needed.  
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TABLE IX 
REQUIRED OLT SPLIT RATIO FOR OUT/INDOOR AND INDOOR 
OPERATION WITH LASERS UNDER LIMITED TUNABILITY 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 32 128 128 
64 2 x 128 256 256 
128 2 x 256 512 512 
256 2 x 512 1024 1024 
 
The number of lasers with limited tunability to be 
implemented at the splitters of the OLT is indicated in 
Tables VI and VIII, and distributed in the corresponding 
sub-bands as specified in Tables V and VII, depending on 
out/indoors or indoors deployments, respectively.  
In the other case b) the OLT architecture combines two 
thermal AWGs with splitters at the AWG ports (Fig. 5, b). 
The AWG channel port spacing is taken of W GHz, being M 
the available ports at the AWG. The number of AWG 
required ports per band is: 
 
 Mr = ڿBo/Wۀ              (6) 
 
For 256 users with two TLs in different up/down bands in 
the out/indoor case, a 100 GHz AWG port spacing and an 
operation band of 310 channels, we need ڿ310x6.25 GHz/100 
GHzۀ	= 20 ports. Then, employing a 41-port AWG, 20 ports 
can be devoted for down and other 20 ports for up. 
If we try to use full-tunable lasers in the band at the 
OLT, because of the AWG, the lasers connected to one port 
just can tune the own port bandwidth, therefore a tunability 
of only 2W GHz in each port is required, because of the 
thermal AWG channel interleaving. Hence, TLs with 
limited tunability, such as DFB-lasers, can be employed, 
providing a tuning range Bt of 2 nm or 250 GHz in C-band 
for a 0.1 nm/ºC tunability and with a +/-10ºC temperature 
variation. Then, with Bt > 2W, low-cost DFB TLs scattered 
in operation sub-bands can be used instead of full-tunable 
lasers in the whole band. Hereafter, considering a number 
of No TLs, which are specified in Table VI, the number of 
lasers per AWG port implementing two AWGs, is: 
 
Np = ڿNo/2Mrۀ             (7) 
 
Then, the number of TLs per band at each AWG is: 
 
   Nb = MrNp                   (8) 
 
Hence, the split ratio, Sp, deployed at each port will be 
the number power of 2 greater than Np. With 310 operation 
channels, we need Np = ڿ310/(2x20)ۀ = 8 TLs/port, and 
therefore an 8-split at each port of both AWGs is enough. 
Then, the number of TLs per band is Nb = 20x8 = 160, and 
for two bands a total number of 320 lasers is needed. The 
required laser tunability is of 2W = 200 GHz for lasers with 
wavelengths centered at each AWG-port frequency. 
The required number of operation sub-bands Lo to 
distribute the TLs is stated in equation (3), and specified in 
Tables V and VII, depending on out/indoors or indoors 
deployments, respectively. The number of required lasers per 
band Nb is expressed in equation (8). The TLs are 
distributed along the splitters connected to the ports of both 
thermal AWGs, assigning to each port the sub-band nearest 
to the central wavelength of the port. 
In summary, for the considered 256 users and under an 
out/indoor environment with an operation band of No = 310 
channels, we need 160 TLs per band in an AWG or a total of 
320 TLs per AWG, so a total of 640 TLs at the OLT. 
 We implement two 100 GHz 41-port thermal AWGs with 
20 ports devoted for up and 20 ports dedicated for down and 
with 8 TLs per port, being an 8-split at each port sufficient. 
We provide 16 optical sub-bands with 20 DFB TLs per sub-
band to cover the total of 320 TLs for up and other 16 sub-
bands with 20 DFB TLs per sub-band for down, which are 
distributed along both AWG-ports. 
The remaining ports at both AWGs can be used to control 
thermally their tuning. A pilot reference laser with a known 
stable wavelength is injected to the 50/50 coupler reaching 
both AWG ports (Fig. 5, b); then, the AWG tunings are 
moved in such a way that when a receiver in one AWG port 
detects a maximum pilot power, at the port of the other 
AWG a minimum pilot signal is received. This assures that 
both AWGs have complementary frequency responses. 
Similar results for the number of ports and lasers can be 
achieved for 128, 64 or 32 deployed ONUs, with different 50 
or 25 GHz AWG channel port spacing and for all considered 
transmission cases. Table X and XI illustrate the number of 
ports per band for each AWG and the number of TLs per 
port for out/indoor and outdoor conditions, respectively.  
 
TABLE X 
REQUIRED OLT AWG PORTS AND TLS PER PORT FOR OUT/INDOOR 
OPERATION WITH LASERS UNDER LIMITED TUNABILITY 
Users 
 
AWG 
port 
Spac
-ing  
GHz  
 
homodyne 
heterodyne 
 & homodyne 
paired TLs 
 
2 TLs 
2 bands 
 
2 TLs 
1 band 
1 TL & 
2 TLs 
1 band 
  ports TLs/p ports TLs/p ports TLs/p 
32 25  2 x 8 2 20 2 21 2 
32 50  2 x 4 4 10 4 11 4 
64 25  2 x 20 2 39 2 42 2 
64 50  2 x 10     4  20 4 21 4 
128 50 2 x 20 4 38 4 43 4 
128 100  2 x 10 8 19 8 22 8 
256 100  2 x 20 8  39 8 45 8 
 
TABLE XI 
REQUIRED OLT AWG PORTS AND TLS PER PORT FOR INDOOR 
OPERATION WITH LASERS UNDER LIMITED TUNABILITY 
Users 
 
AWG 
port 
Spac
-ing  
GHz  
 
homodyne 
heterodyne 
 & homodyne 
paired TLs 
 
2 TLs 
2 bands 
 
2 TLs 
1 band 
1 TL & 
2 TLs 
1 band 
  ports TLs/p ports TLs/p ports TLs/p 
32 25  2 x 8 2 18 2 19 2 
32 50  2 x 4 4 9 4 10 4 
64 25  2 x 18 2 37 2 42 2 
64 50  2 x 9     4  19 4 21 4 
128 50 2 x 19 4 38 4 42 4 
128 100  2 x 10 8 19 8 21 8 
256 100  2 x 20 8  39 8 45 8 
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Fig. 22. a) Loss Budget and distance reach for OLT architectures with DFB-lasers under limited tunability distributed in sub-bands: a) 
splitters and a circulator, b) two thermal AWGs combined with splitters. 
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Figure 23. a) Launched power versus number of active wavelengths and eye safety limit for OLT architectures with DFB-lasers under 
limited tunability distributed in sub-bands: a) splitters and a circulator, b) two thermal AWGs combined with splitters. 
 
D. System reach, power safety and nonlinearities 
In order to evaluate the network characteristics and its 
limits we will take into account the complete network and 
all the involved devices. The ODN is built with optical fibers 
and splitters (Fig. 1) and we consider again both proposed 
OLT architecture cases, as depicted in Fig. 5: a) with 
splitters and a circulator, and b) with two thermal AWGs 
combined with splitters at the AWG ports. 
The first calculated parameter is the system reach, 
depending on the Loss Budget (LB), which is the amount of 
signal attenuation that the system will suffer between the 
transmitter and the receiver, where we will deem not only 
the ODN but also the internal OLT architecture. 
The estimated receiver sensitivity of a coherent reception 
is of -45 dBm at both corresponding sides ONU/OLT for the 
proposed ONU architectures cases [18], [20], [25] and we 
suppose that ONU/OLT transmitters launch a power of 3 
dBm; therefore, we have a maximum LB of 48 dB at both 
ONU/OLT sides at the sensitivity limit. 
The optical fiber attenuation in the ODN is taken to be of 
0.25 dB/km, and each 2-split in the ODN (and also inside 
the OLT) has a total IL of 3.5 dB, because an Excess Loss 
(EL) of 0.5 dB is considered. The asymmetric coupler 
(90/10), which is inserted in the PON trunk giving access to 
the OSA, introduces an IL of 1 dB. 
In the OLT splitter based architecture case a), by using 
DFB TLs, a next higher level of split compared to the ODN 
split is implemented. The circulator, separating up from 
down transmission branches, has an IL of 0.5 dB. 
In the architecture instance b) disposing two thermal 
AWGs combined with splitters at the AWG ports, the AWGs 
are chosen of gaussian type, because they furnish the lowest 
MIL at the interleaved CP of the spectral response, taking 
an AWG IL of 5.0 dB in the calculations. For 256 users, the 
AWG channel port spacing is of 100 GHz with an 8-split per 
port; while for 128 users is taken of 50 GHz with a 4-split 
per port, therefore furnishing a better LB. The lowest LB is 
achieved with a port spacing of only 25 GHz with a 2-split 
level per port, which can be used for 64 or 32 users. 
 The calculated LBs for both OLT architecture designs, 
with and without OA of 10 or 20 dB, are illustrated in Fig. 
22. Hence, in split based OLT (case a), with a 32-split ODN 
only 30 km are reached without OA, but with 20 dB OA a 
256-split attains 30 km and a 128-split reaches up to 55 km. 
Using AWGs combined with splitters at the AWG-ports 
(case b) improves dramatically the LB. Now, without OA 
and with a 128-split ODN up to 30 km are attained, and 
with 10 dB OA and same 128-split, 70 km are reached. For a 
256-split ODN, we need 10 dB OA to accomplish 40 km and 
20 dB OA to reach 80 km. If only 64 users are deployed, 55 
km are achieved without OA and 95 with 10 dB OA. 
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The Hazard Level (HL) or eye power safety, which is the 
maximum allowed power to avoid a risk exposure, is to be 
considered in any type of locations: unrestricted (domestic 
and public areas),  restricted (not open to the public such as 
CO) and controlled (cable ducts, street cabinets). 
The maximum HL allowed or safety limit will be of class 
1M, with level of radiation safe under normal operating 
conditions; for Single Mode (SM) operation in 1550 nm 
band, this level is 136 mW (21.34 dBm) [32]. HL is to be 
considered as the number of working channels increases 
and the most critical point is the trunk of the ODN feeder, 
which is a restricted location in the CO or a controlled site 
in a street cabinet. 
The launched power to the ODN trunk as a function of 
active wavelengths, together with the safety limit, is 
represented in Fig. 23 for both proposed OLT architectures. 
In the OLT splitter based architecture case a), the HL is 
always below the safety limit, even employing a 20 dB OA. 
By deploying at the OLT two thermal AWGs combined with 
splitters case b), the power is also below the safety limit if 
the OA has a maximum gain of 10 dBs. 
Finally, the nonlinearities, which do not depend on the 
number of active wavelengths for a number greater than 64, 
limit the feeder power per channel below -2 dBm [33]. 
Table XII illustrates the feeder power per channel in the 
trunk of the ODN leaving the OLT, for both proposed OLT 
designs. The power limit per channel for the OLT split case 
a) only exceeds the nonlinear limit for 32 users with a 20 dB 
OA. In the AWG plus splitters case b), for 256 users an 8-
split at each AWG-port of the OLT is taken and for the rest 
of users a 4-split is employed; hence, the power limit is not 
reached without using an OA and for a 10 dB OA is not 
exceeded for 256 and 128 users. 
 
TABLE XII 
FEEDER POWER (dBm) PER CHANNEL IN THE ODN TRUNK 
 OLT splitters ODN AWG&splitters 
Users 10 dB OA 
20 dB 
OA no OA 
10 dB 
OA 
20 dB 
OA 
32 -9.5 0.5 -10 0 10 
64 -13 -3 -10 0 10 
128 -16.5 -6.5 -13.5 -3.5 6.5 
256 -20 -10 -17 -7 3 
V. WAVELENGTH PLAN AND COEXISTENCE WITH 
LEGACY SYSTEMS 
A. COCONUT bandwidth and elements requirements 
The COCONUT PON required bandwidths expressed in 
channels for the different transceiver architectures and for 
out/indoor and indoor operation conditions were evaluated 
and illustrated in Tables II and III, respectively. 
In order to estimate the needed spectrum for wavelength 
planning, and supposing we work in C/L-bands, we express 
the required optical bandwidths in nm in tables XIII and 
XIV for out/indoor and indoor conditions, respectively.  
The COCONUT PON can be installed as the only working 
system in a green-field deployment, but coexistence with 
legacy systems must be considered in the wavelength plan if 
working compatibility is required. 
 
TABLE XIII 
REQUIRED BANDWIDTH (nm) UNDER OUT/INDOOR OPERATING 
CONDITIONS  
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 1.6 3.85 4.1 
64 2 x 3.85 7.7 8.4 
128 2 x 7.75 15.2 17.1 
256 2 x 15.5 31.15 36 
 
TABLE XIV 
REQUIRED BANDWIDTH (nm) UNDER INDOOR OPERATING CONDITIONS 
 homodyne heterodyne &   homodyne paired TLs 
Users 2 TLs, 2 bands 2 TLs, 1 band 1 TL & 2 TLs, 1 band 
32 2 x 1.6 3.45 3.7 
64 2 x 3.45 7.25 8.4 
128 2 x 7.25 15.2 16.6 
256 2 x 15.5 31 35.6 
 
Currently heritage G/EPON and XG/10GE-PON systems 
are the scenario for coexistence with the COCONUT 
proposal. New recent NG-PON2 TWDM standard and its 
optional PtP WDM architecture are also to be regarded. 
When the COCONUT deployment has concurrence with any 
other system, it has to be non-intrusive and must avoid any 
interference with the standardized systems. The elements 
that allow the compatibility are the Coexistence Element 
(CE) at the OLT output and a Wavelength Blocking Filter 
(WBF) in front of the ONU transceiver. 
The coexistence architecture for the COCONUT proposal 
and the different legacy systems is depicted in Fig. 24, 
where the CE introducing around 1 dB IL is a part of the 
ODN as well as splitters and optical fibers, bounded by the 
S/R and R/S points, while the WBF is a part of the ONU.  
 
COCONUT
OLT
CEx
S/R
G-PON
NG-PON2
COCONUT
S/R: Interface of the OLT to the ODN 
R/S: Interface of the ONU to the ODN 
CEx: Co-existence element   
WM: Wav. multiplexer/demutiplexer
WBF: Wavelength blocking filter
R/S
ODN
XG-PON
G-PON
ONU
XG-PON
ONU
NG-PON2
ONU
COCONUT 
ONU
Splitter
WM
G-PON
OLT
XG-PON
OLT
NG-PON2
OLT
WBF
 
 
Fig. 24. Coexistence scenario: the CE allows the systems to share 
PON and the WBFs in the ONUs select the proper wavelengths. 
 
 When defining the wavelength plan for the COCONUT 
system, two issues are to be analyzed: the availability of 
spectrum and the quality of the deployed optical devices for 
compatibility. The bands defined for each standard, and the 
attached guard-bands, which are introduced to provide 
enough isolation by the optical elements to avoid crosstalk 
between the deployed systems, are to be taken into account. 
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B. Wavelength plan 
The spectrum band distribution for the different 
standards is depicted in Fig. 25, showing all standardized 
systems. In NG-PON2, the optional PtP WDM PON has two 
possibilities: a wide Expanded Spectrum, where particular 
sub-bands could be used in absence of any legacy system, or 
a narrow Shared Spectrum shown in Fig. 25, allowing full 
coexistence with all legacy systems.    
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Fig. 25. Spectrum band distribution of legacy PON systems. 
 
When the coherent detection is employed, crosstalk 
interaction between COCONUT and the other PON systems 
is reduced, especially when using PSK or FSK modulation, 
thus the guard bands can be narrowed [34]. 
A first proposal is making COCONUT compatible with all 
legacy systems, including NG-PON2 with PtP Shared 
Spectrum. In this case, only 32 or 64 users are considered, 
needing small bandwidths. For out/indoor conditions and 
with 64 users: when using 2 TLs in different bands we need 
2 bands of 3.85 nm; and a unique band of 7.7 nm or 8.4 nm 
for the homodyne 2 TLs or the paired lasers and heterodyne 
cases, respectively. These bands can be allocated in the 
center of the free 15 nm between the RF-video and the XG-
PON DS or between the XG-PON DS and the TWDM DS, 
but the WBF requirements of legacy systems could be 
reviewed. By deploying 32 users, the required bandwidths 
are minor, so they can be allocated in the same free bands. 
A second proposal avoids the coexistence with NG-PON2, 
because if COCONUT is deployed better services are offered 
and there is no need to install another new system. Again 
for out/indoor conditions and now with 256 users: when 
using 2 TLs in different bands we need 2 bands of 15.5 nm; 
and with 2 TLs a unique band of 31.15 nm or 36 nm for the 
homodyne or heterodyne instances are needed, respectively. 
For the first case of 2 TLs in separated bands, one 15.5 nm 
US band can be allocated before the RF-video in the same 
place of the TWDM US and the other 15.5 nm DS band in 
the equal place of the PtP Shared Spectrum, in that way the 
same CE designed for the NG-PON2 can be employed. 
The required double band of 15.5 nm and the wider sole 
bands of 31.15 or 36 nm can be allocated after the XG-PON 
DS, as case (1) shown in Fig. 26, with a guard band of 9 nm, 
beginning at 1589 nm and ending at 1620, 1620.15 or 1625 
nm for the double band, or the sole band homodyne and 
heterodyne cases, respectively. 
Another more practical possibility is to ignore the RF-
video band, because it has low usage, while the video is 
transmitted as IP-TV, as proposed case (2) shown in Fig. 26. 
Then, all required bands can begin at 1524 nm and will last 
at 1555, 1555.15 or 1560 nm, for the two different bands, 
heterodyne and homodyne unique band cases, respectively. 
If only 128 users, or even fewer such as 64 or 32 users, 
are deployed, the required bandwidths are even lower, so 
they can be allocated in the same places beginning at 1589 
nm or at 1524 nm for the cases (1) or (2) respectively.  
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Fig. 26. Proposed spectrum band distributions for COCONUT 
system coexisting with G/EPON and XG-PON legacy systems: (1) in 
L-band or (2) in C-band without RF-video coexistence. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
A novel UDWDM-PON with ultra-dense channel spacing 
has been presented. The standard passive optical tree with   
32 or 64 splitting is preserved in the ODN, but it can be also 
augmented to 128 or 256. The new COCONUT system is 
based on low-cost coherent transceivers, thus avoiding 
optical filters and providing high sensitivity. 
Several ONU architectures have been introduced: with 
two lasers in different bands and in the same band with 
homodyne or heterodyne transmission formats. At the OLT 
two architectures are proposed: splitter based and two 
thermal AWGs plus splitters; where measurements of the 
AWG tunability show a spectral response with low ripple. 
The lasers at the ONUs are of the low-cost DFB type, 
with limited thermal tunability and distributed in sub-
bands approximating a uniform wavelength distribution in 
a band, defining a SUDWDM approach and exploiting the 
wavelength-to-the-user concept. To manage the wavelength 
channel distribution, three heuristic DWA schemes in static 
and dynamic paradigms have been tested in activation 
processes and in operation conditions: FF, MS and MA. 
Simulations show that MA algorithm with dynamic 
assignment furnishes the lowest rejection in activation and 
also the minimum blocking probability in operation under 
environmental conditions. To enhance the assignment in 
harsh outdoor conditions, the original band is extended 
adding guard bands at both sides of the previous band, thus 
improving dramatically the blocking probability. Another 
issue is estimating the OAR for the most blocked ONU, 
reaching a 99.9% of availability with low operation 
bandwidths. The required bandwidths are evaluated for all 
ONU architectures and deployed number of users. 
When exploiting the channels, a DWTTU is assumed 
instead of SWTTU, because enough bandwidth is available; 
therefore, each user can profit full bit rate in a channel. 
The network is dimensioned for all deployed users and 
ONU architectures. The number of required sub-bands to 
furnish a uniform wavelength distribution of DFB-lasers is 
calculated to provision correctly the ONUs for activation 
processes and the OLT for operation conditions. 
OLT architectures for both splitters and thermal AWGs 
based designs are fulfilled and implemented. The system 
reach, the power safety and the nonlinearities are evaluated 
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and compared. For a low number of users up to 64, the split 
based OLT architecture by employing an OA is enough to 
achieve a long reach; but with a higher number of users up 
to 256, the AWG based OLT architecture with a 10 dB OA 
improves the LB, while respecting the power safety and 
keeping the nonlinearities below the limit. 
Finally, COCONUT wavelength planning and coexistence 
with legacy systems is envisioned: deployments of 32 or 64 
users can be compatible, including NG-PON2; but installing 
128 or 256 users requires higher bandwidths, and then 
coexistence is only projected with G/EPON and XG-PON.  
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